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 AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF BERTHA DUDDE.  
 

At the request of many friends Bertha Dudde wrote the following biography in 1953: 

 

I have been writing messages, received through the inner Word since June 15, 1937. In answer to the many requests 

of my friends I will give you a picture of my earthly life, a short explanation of what I received spiritually, and my 

own feelings about all this.  

 

I was born April 1, 1891, the second oldest daughter of an artist of Liegnitz in Schlesien, today’s Poland I had a 

normally peaceful childhood, with six sisters in our parent home. I learned the cares of life at an early age. The 

desire to make money to help my parents made me learn the trade of a seamstress. As the financial needs of my 

parents continued, so the burden, and in this way I made myself useful.  

 

My parents belonged to different denominations. Father was a Protestant -Mother a Catholic. We children were 

brought up in the Catholic faith, but never experienced pressure or force to follow the practices of the church so that 

each child in later years could pursue their own chosen course.  

 

I myself was religious, but could not accept the doctrine of the Catholic system, although I respected the church. I 

could not represent something on the outside that my inner conscience had not accepted. So I did not continue to 

attend church, heard little preaching and had no knowledge of the Bible. I did not read any religious books or 

scientific literature and did not join any other group or religious sect.  

 

Anyone knowing the Catholic teaching knows what a conscious struggle one finds himself in when he wants to 

loosen himself from it. I also was not spared from this. But the question as to what is the Truth, and where it is to be 

found, remained.  

 

Often when I prayed the Lord's prayer I would beseech the Lord to allow me to find HIS kingdom. This 

prayer was answered in June 15, 1937, as I prayed quietly and waited on the inner voice. In this attitude I 

persisted often, for a wonderful peace came over me and thoughts which came to my heart, not my head, gave 

me comfort and strength.  

 

Still I did not know that these thoughts were given to me, until in a strange dream I experienced something, which 

later proved to be the Truth and caused me to write down these thoughts.  

 

So on a certain day as I listened inwardly a stream of words came to me, which I wrote down. This was the first 

message I wrote which started like this: "In the beginning was the Word, 'a TE-DEUM' to the Creafor of 

Heaven and Earth."  

 

Then came doubt, ….did you write this by yourself? In short, I have wrestled, prayed and gone through many 

struggles, but again and again the words came to me like a stream, a wisdom, which made me tremble. Then GOD 

HIMSELF took away my doubts. HE answered me and I acknowledged HIM as our Father, in HIS Word. My faith 

grew, doubt diminished, and I received and wrote daily.  

 

The contents of the writings were beyond my understanding. Phrases, which I had never heard of, or read about, 

strange and scientific expressions and references continually came to me. Then came unheard of expressions of the 

Heavenly Father's Love giving refuge and providing enlightenment to all the questions of life.  

 

The "Words" came to me in the following manner: After sincere prayer and a short period of composure I listened 

inwardly. Thoughts then followed coming to my mind, clearly, distinctly, and the words flowed smoothly always 

three or four, one after another, like writing a radio announcement or a weather report, slowly so that I could easily 

keep pace, writing line after line.  

 

Now, I write the words in shorthand as a dictation without having any constructive or intellectual part in it. I am in 

no way in a 'trance', nor do I even form the sentences, but it comes to me one word at a time, neither do I understand 

the context while I am writing the words down.  

 

After days, sometimes weeks, I transcribe the shorthand writings into longhand without changing or correcting a 

syllable. Each dictation takes about half an hour. I must stress that this could not happen forcibly or in a state of 

ecstasy. It all takes place simply and consciously, without any excitement or influence of my own will. I can 

interrupt myself at any time and finish the sentence after hours or days without reading the previous writing the 

dictated words continue again.  

 

My will is under no compulsion, all that I desire is to serve GOD and do what HIS Will wants me to do.  
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I can truthfully say that I was led into this Truth, and these concepts were, in all respect foreign to me. It was only 

after years that I found confirmation of what I received, when I came to know the writings of Jacob Lorber. No one 

can imagine my joy when I discovered the literature of Jacob Lorber; "The Great Gospel of John" and the "Youth of 

CHRIST" Then I understood that other people were given the Word of the Lord, that GOD had spoken to HIS 

children at all times and that GOD will continue to do this in HIS endless Love and Mercy.  

 

I found in Lorber' s writings the same as was given to me. I often could not understand the word that came to me, but 

in HIS Love the Heavenly Father gave me the explanation. How wonderful are the innumerable manifestations in 

which the Father displays HIS exceeding great goodness.  

 

It became clear to me that my short education, due to lack of money and my lack of time to read good books or visit 

performances, became my advantage. I could now concentrate on my work from early morning to late at night, and 

each day I received that precious spiritual Word without knowing for whom I received it.  

 

It is because of my ignorance of the Bible and the Catholic doctrine that I accepted the Word from Above without 

resistance. In my experience an earnest Catholic or Protestant whose knowledge is rooted in dogmatic theories is too 

much bound to their dogma to accept and embrace Divine revelations without resistance.  

 

Still there are scientists at several faculties who earnestly discuss these Divine teachings with increasing interest. 

Their interest does not only concern the irrefutable explanation of the origin of matter and the possibility of its 

dissolution, but also the principle of the wrong teachings of different religions, systems and confessions. In the 

messages I received these errors are recorded and everyone is urged to give instructions concerning these doctrinal 

errors whenever there is an opportunity.  

 

But everyone is free to take the LORD' s Word to heart or not. But whoever understands the spirit in the Father's 

Word and does not act accordingly makes the distance between himself and the Father even greater. When he does 

not follow the warning words of Love he puts himself inevitably under the law. He will also in the same measure 

lack in Grace, disregarding GOD' s commandment of Love.  

 

In GOD' s Grace people are led anew to the gospel, which emphatically points out the purpose of man's being. For 

the merciful Love of GOD seeks to save all who still can be saved be fore the turning point comes. And it will come. 

The end-time of which seers and prophets have proclaimed is now here. According to the revelations given to me, 

the LORD does not differentiate between HIS children. "Come ye all to ME" sounds HIS call and blessed is he who 

hears HIS call and follows HIM. GOD Loves HIS children. HE wants to make them all happy, even when they do 

not want to know HIM.  

 

Recorded Nov. 22, 1953  

 

BERTHA DUDDE.  
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First-created being... Explanation of the Apostasy... God’s plan of return 
 

 

 

B.D. 5612 

28.2.1953 

 

First created being…. Light bearer…. Apostasy from God…. 

 
Your human intellect is only able to understand profound truth to a certain degree, because pure spirituality is only 

spiritually explainable. This explanation will be accepted by the spirit within you and indeed also passed on via the soul 

to the intellect, but the intellect is still too earthly minded and therefore cannot delve so deeply into spiritual knowledge 

to understand everything.  Nevertheless, My spirit expresses itself through the spiritual spark within you, and anyone 

who has love will also understand the meaning of what I say to him:  

 

My creative will was immense, My strength inexhaustible, and I found My bliss in the implementation of My thoughts 

and plans. And this bliss wanted to express itself, My love wanted to give itself, I wanted another being beside Me to 

also enjoy what made Me indescribably happy. I experienced My solitude as a lack which I could change any time if I 

wanted to.... And I wanted to re-discover Myself in a being that should be closely united with Me, which I wanted to 

shape as a mirror of Myself, as My own image, to be able to bestow it with unlimited bliss and thereby increase My 

bliss too. I wanted to create such a being and this will sufficed, because My will was strength and always proceeded 

with love and wisdom. The entity I externalised from within Myself was indeed My image yet it could not see Me, had 

it been able to see Me it would have ceased to exist due to its beatitude, since no being could endure to behold Me. For 

every being, even the most perfect image of Myself, is always just a product of My strength of love, whereas I Am the 

strength of love Myself and enlighten everything with incomparable intensity but, as a result, I could not be endured by 

the being I had externalised. Yet by creating this being I had a vessel into which the strength of My love could flow 

continually, and thus it also received My creative will, My strength, My wisdom and My love beyond measure with this 

constant influx of strength from Me. As a result, it was now able to experience the same bliss, it was able to use its 

strength in accordance with its own will, it could be creatively active for its own pleasure and thus constantly increase 

My bliss, because it was My strength which enabled the being to do so and I took pleasure in its happiness….  

 

And now countless other beings of the same nature emerged from this being.... They all were children of My love in 

radiating light, in utmost perfection, because from the image I created of Myself and My infinite love could only ever 

emerge utmost perfection, because we shared the same will. Both our love found itself again in the created beings, 

because nothing imperfect existed as long as My will and My love worked through this first created being.  It was an 

enlightened world of spirits, there were a great number of originally created spirits…. The strength from Me flowed 

unrestricted to the being which I had chosen for Myself as the bearer of light and strength…. And the entity itself was 

more than blissfully happy…. Yet I wanted to increase this bliss even more; I did not want it to be tied to My will but it 

should be active of its own will which…. if the being was perfect and remained so.…was My will. For the being, 

having been created by Me, was incapable of having any other will. But I wanted it to be able to act independently.... 

because the only characteristic of a divine being is that love is so powerful within itself that it is the decisive factor for 

the same direction of will as mine. I wanted to receive this love from My first created being which, however, was 

intended to result in its ultimate perfection at the same time, so that it was no longer active as a created being in 

accordance with My will but should enjoy unlimited bliss by merging with My will for love of Me….  

 

But in order to pass this test of love and will it had to have complete freedom of will. It did not see Me but it recognised 

Me because it was enlightened…. However, it saw the countless beings created by its will, and it felt itself as their 

creator in spite of knowing that it had received its strength from Me…. And the entity was envious of My strength.... 

Although it was visible to the beings it had created, it was nevertheless conscious of its origin from Me, but it claimed 

the right to rule these beings for itself by presenting itself to them as the source of strength, as the only power able to 

create…. It more than less denied to love Me in order to rule.... You humans cannot understand the process by which a 

self-aware being could transgress into completely wrong reasoning but this is explained by free will which, in order to 

become active, must also be able but does not have to make a negative choice.   

 

The bearer of light and strength saw on the one side the evidence of strength conveyed through him, yet he did not see 

the source of strength itself. Thus he declared himself ruler over his created spirits and also tried to portray Me as non-

existent to them. He tried to transfer his now opposing will on to them…. And now the moment of decision, of proving 

their perfection, also came for the beings who had been created by the bearer of light with the use of My strength…. My 

strength was inherent in all these beings, they were fully enlightened and aglow with love for Me, Whom they could not 

see but nevertheless recognise. But they also loved their creator, because the strength that had created them was love 

which had emanated from the first created being and enabled it to create. This love now had to make a choice, and it 

divided itself…. 
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Terrible confusion occurred amongst the spirits who felt urged to make a decision. But…. since My strength of love 

was effectively light…. it was understandable that the urge towards the primary source of strength was stronger in many 

beings, that their love diminished for the one who separated from Me and pushed  towards Me with increased force…. 

For the light within them was the realisation that I was Eternal Love. Every being had this knowledge indeed, but it also 

had free will which did not depend on knowledge, or it would not have been free. And the spiritual world divided 

itself…. The externalised being had its followers just as I had Mine, even though I was not visible. But the effect of My 

strength was so powerful that many beings turned away from the one who wanted to oppose Me…. Their will remained 

in the right direction, whereas the bearer of light and his followers directed their will wrongly, thus they volitionally 

separated from Me and this caused their fall into the abyss….   

 

Thus the light bearer, the fully illuminated being externalised by Me, became My adversary, whereas everything that 

had emerged from him, that was created by both our love, partly turned towards Me and partly towards him, depending 

on the glow of love by which it was permeated. As soon as the bearer of light separated from Me the beings experienced 

an undefined desire for a definite pole. Free will began to unfold itself.... neither I nor My adversary influenced them 

forcefully, they were merely exposed to both our emanation of strength which wanted to gain every being for itself. The 

flow of My strength was pure love and affected the beings so intensely that they recognised Me without seeing Me, but 

they could also recognise the first created beings’ change of will. However, because they could see this entity many 

followed it, i.e. they subordinated themselves to its will and thus distanced themselves from Me. Yet other originally 

created beings felt themselves as My children and voluntarily remained loyal to Me, only they were far less in number.  

These were the first created beings who arose from My light bearer’s most blissful creative will and My immense influx 

of strength of love. And this strength of love was inherent in these beings too and persistently pushed them towards Me, 

for they recognised their creator’s present will as wrong and therefore turned away from him. The other beings could 

have come to this realisation too yet they blindly followed the one they could see, and their will was respected and in no 

way influenced by Me, because this decision of will had to take place in order to shape the created beings to 

independent perfection. The being which left Me drew a large number of followers into the abyss, for to distance 

oneself from Me means to strive towards the abyss, to aim towards a completely opposite state, which thus signifies 

darkness and weakness, loss of knowledge and strength. Whereas My children blissfully remained in the most radiant 

light and immense strength, in beatitude.  

 

After the fall of Lucifer, the light bearer, his strength was defeated.... He could no longer actively create and shape 

although I did not withdraw the strength from him because he was My living creation. His power and strength rested in 

his followers, whom he now dominated as prince of darkness. But they are also the products of My love which I will 

not leave to My adversary forever. As long as these beings still share his will they belong to him; but as soon as I 

succeed in turning their will towards Me he has lost them, and thus his strength diminishes at the same rate as I release 

his prisoners from his control which, however, always presupposes the being’s free will.   

 

And this is the purpose of My eternal plan of Salvation, which is eagerly and most lovingly supported by all inhabitants 

of the kingdom of light, by My angels and archangels, for they all are My helpers who endeavour to bring bliss again to 

their fallen brothers, who once voluntarily threw it away…. And this work of liberation will succeed, even if it takes an 

infinitely long time before the last once-fallen spirit returns to Me, until even the first created being that came forth 

from My love draws closer to Me again in its longing for My love…. until this too repentantly returns to the Father’s 

house, which it once left voluntarily…. Amen 
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B.D. 8566 

22.7.1963 

 

Process of creation and apostasy of the beings…. 
 

Believe Me, I will gladly instruct you when I recognise your longing for truthful knowledge, because I only emanate 

light and this light permeates the darkness…. However, you are still in an area of darkness where light has to be sent to 

you until you are so filled by it that you can also pass it on again yourselves.... But you will be receptive for My ray of 

light as soon as you desire clarification about regions which are still in darkness to you …. Then I can illuminate you, I 

can once again gradually return you to the state of enlightenment and introduce you to knowledge which will make you 

happy. And there shall be light in you, you shall know where you came from and your final goal on earth.... You can 

only receive this knowledge from Me Myself, Who created you for My pleasure…. 

 

You came forth from Me Myself.... My strength of love externalised living creations who were like Me Myself, who 

were independent beings…. created by Me as miniatures of Myself. I gave life to these creations, i.e. they were able to 

create and work like Me, they were also able to hear My voice and therefore knew of Me Myself as their God and 

Creator, and they were faithfully devoted to Me and tremendously happy…. But you humans know little or nothing 

about the kingdom of these once blissful spirits…. This kingdom was originally created when I wanted to recognise 

Myself in images of Myself, when I created vessels into which I could pour My love.... I created spiritual beings 

because My infinite love wanted to give itself, it wanted to flow into similar beings whose perfection gave Me 

unimaginable bliss…. I created a spiritual world with living inhabitants for My delight, I populated it with creations of 

the most magnificent kind and rejoiced in the beings’ bliss, to whom I gave such happiness because love, which was 

and remains My fundamental nature, motivated Me to do so….  

 

This spiritual world existed for an infinitely long time in harmony and most intimate unity of all beings with Me, their 

Creator and Provider…. For an infinitely long time these beings’ will and love concurred with Mine…. Because the 

first created being, which I Myself had externalised in complete perfection, loved Me deeply and devotedly. It found 

unlimited bliss by constantly creating new beings brought to life through his will and the use of My strength…. which 

corresponded to My will, because the love this being felt for Me resulted in the same will. Consequently, there was no 

discord in the spiritual world, nothing contradicted My will, it was a world of unlimited happiness because all spiritual 

beings were teeming with light and strength and were able to create by using their own will…. which was also My will 

as long as the strength of My love permeated all My living creations…. But this perfect state did not last.... For I did not 

constrain the spiritual beings by My will, I gave free will to every single being as a sign of its divinity….  

 

The first created being.... Lucifer.... also had this free will.... and he misused it…. However, Lucifer could have 

voluntarily wanted the same as I Myself and he would have been infinitely happy and remained so forever…. But he 

misused his freedom of will and directed it wrongly, which resulted in a spiritual rebellion the consequences of which 

you humans cannot possibly understand. Nevertheless, you humans are the products of this past spiritual rebellion.... 

Lucifer, the first created being, with whom I was in constant contact through the Word, was able to think, as were all 

created beings, and therefore he was also able to infer a wrong meaning to My Word…. He had free will and could 

therefore also change the direction of his mind. He was able to leave the law of eternal order and set up completely 

wrong concepts and, by doing so, caused mental confusion in himself as well as in the beings who followed him, which 

resulted in momentous consequences.… He also transferred his wrong thoughts to the beings brought to life by his will 

and the use of My strength…. A general opposition to Me ensued, the beings resisted Me, they no longer accepted My 

illumination of love unreservedly and thereby grew weaker and darker…. They revolted against the law of eternal order, 

their thoughts made their own way….  

 

This resulted in an incredible chaos in the host of the first created spirits who then had to decide whom they should 

follow.... which resulted in the desertion of countless beings from Me. However, I did not put to a stop to it, I only saw 

in it a means which would lead to even greater bliss than I could give the ‘created’ beings…. who certainly had 

emanated from Me in all perfection but who nevertheless were always just My ‘work’…. Now, after the apostasy from 

Me, they had the opportunity to return again as ‘children’ which would heighten their bliss by far, because the return to 

Me as a ‘child’ has to be achieved entirely voluntarily but then the being will be completely independent from Me, My 

power and My will, yet it will exist totally within My will since, due to its perfection, it will have totally accepted My 

will…. You humans are on this way of return to Me while you live on this earth, and if you are of good will My eternal 

light of love can permeate you once again, and all the knowledge you once possessed but voluntarily surrendered can be 

regained by you…. And I know of no greater bliss than to give you this knowledge, than to offer you My immense love 

and to change your state of darkness and ignorance, so that you will become as you were in the beginning, so that you 

will achieve unlimited happiness again, so that you will reach your goal and return as true children to Me, your Father 

of eternity, Whose love is and eternally will be for you who once came forth from His love…. Amen 
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B.D. 7399 

27.8.1959 

 

Cause for the entire creation.... Lucifer’s fall.... 
 

In the beginning you were free beings, full of light and strength, capable of creating and working in inconceivable bliss, 

and doing this in harmony with My will. In the beginning you were images of God, created in all perfection, which is 

precisely what characterised you as God-like beings and made you supremely happy. This state, however, did not come 

about on your own merit but as a result of creation since nothing imperfect was able to come forth from Me and every 

created being corresponded to the Fundamental Being Which had externalised it into space…. I was the Creator of all 

these beings and thus the living creations had to be absolutely perfectly shaped beings which corresponded to My 

fundamental nature. But I was not satisfied with this creation, I was not content with beings which had to be as I created 

them, but I wanted to be surrounded by beings which were like Myself but had shaped themselves into such beings of 

their own accord . . . This sounds incomprehensible to people who do not delve deeper into the cause of the entirety of 

Creation, who have not yet contemplated what forms the basis of the act of Creation…. And it is, in fact, only 

understandable to spiritually awakened people to whom all correlations can therefore be explained. A perfectly created 

being was incapable of acting in any other way but in a good way as long as it was only active within My will, that is, 

as long as it receives its thoughts from Me and processes them in accordance with My will. But such a being only is and 

will always remain a ‘living creation’ of Mine…. which, despite its perfection, did not satisfy Me.   

 

However, I had equipped all beings with free will, because this is an essential part of a being's perfection. And this free 

will was therefore meant to help Me complete the work I had commenced, but which had to be continued by the beings 

themselves in order to turn  the ‘living creations’ into ‘children’ who were to create and work with Me and beside Me in 

supreme beatitude. Their free will was not restricted in either direction…. And this free will had to subsequently prove 

itself, the being, which was able to desert Me, was supposed to stay with Me of its own volition and thereby prove its 

divinity…. The beings were quite capable of doing so, since they were brightly enlightened and undeniably recognised 

Me as their God and Creator…. But there also was another goal before their eyes…. a goal which they were able to see, 

in contrast to Me, Who was an invisible God to them and Whom they also wanted to behold…. This visible angel-spirit 

was Lucifer, My first emanated work of creation, who radiated in supreme brilliance and in this beauty also remained 

visible for the beings. He, too, had to take the test of free will, he, too, had to prove his divinity by voluntarily 

subordinating his will to Mine, by keeping it within My eternal order, in harmony with his divine nature. But he 

directed his will wrongly…. He was able to do so by virtue of his freedom and I did not restrain him in any way when 

he turned his will away from Me and became My direct opposite…. I did not prevent him from influencing all the other 

beings in this direction as well and allowed them absolute freedom to decide…. for Me or for him.... For only this 

decision determined the fate of the beings which emerged from My love and whom My love wanted to turn into My 

children…. which, of course, is and will always remains the work of these beings themselves. Thus I allowed My 

created beings absolute freedom in regards to their decision and only a small fraction passed this test of will and 

remained with Me, whilst the majority followed Lucifer and thereby plunged into the abyss, that is, they lost light, 

strength and freedom and can only regain these after an infinitely long period of time, but then they will be able to stay 

with Me in supreme beatitude as ‘children’ into whom they shaped themselves of their own free will in accordance with 

My plan when I created them….  and therefore I will not rest until I have, sooner or later, achieved My goal ….  Amen 
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B.D. 8459 

5.4.1963 

 

Explanation regarding original spirit and apostasy.... 
 

You, who want to be of service to Me during the last days before the end, have all My care and attention. For you shall 

still correct many errors which I disclose to you and through which I hand you the means to take action against them, 

which you would never be able to do without the transmission of My Word from above. I know where people’s thinking 

is still confused, I know where opinions have taken root in them which they don’t like to relinquish but which 

nevertheless do not correspond to truth. But I want to give light to everyone; I want to enlighten the thoughts of those 

who were given the task by Me to spread the truth. I can only ever give you the same explanation, namely, that you are 

My once emanated beings which did not fulfil their purpose because they opposed Me. What I emanated as strength 

were self-aware, intelligent living creations endowed with free will…. thus not dead works but living ones, for My 

strength, which was their fundamental substance, is and will remain something alive which constantly wants to be 

active.... This strength, therefore, was given the form of beings by Me, although this had to be understood in a spiritual 

sense, for they were able to behold each other as most magnificent and brightly radiating living creations.... Each 

emanated being was an individual being.... it was externalised as an independent being and continually permeated by 

My strength of love.... They were images of Myself, they were miniatures of My own nature which were able to work 

independently in strength and light and were supremely perfect, since only perfection could come forth from Me. And 

these beings apostatised from Me, as a result of their free will they changed themselves into the opposite, they lost their 

perfection, became imperfect and wretched, for they rejected the divine light of love which permeated them and 

subsequently discarded their divinity. However, the beings continued to exist, they merely renounced love, and this was 

possible because as evidence of their divine origin they possessed free will which could be used in any direction and 

which expressed itself in opposition to God. The being had merely rejected God’s strength of love, thus My continuous 

illumination of love, and that resulted in its fall into the abyss, because it became incapable of activity and hardened in 

its substance…. Thus the being I once created in all perfection voluntarily distanced itself from Me and moved ever 

closer towards the abyss....  

 

This apostasy of the spirits has been explained to you by Me time and again, and you know what the apostasy consisted 

of: the fact that My love was being rejected…. By doing so the being incapacitated itself to any kind of activity.... But 

since the being itself was My emanated strength which could not remain inactive, this strength had to take effect in 

different ways, and this became possible by reshaping this strength into creations…. which then had to be active 

according to My will.... The fallen being therefore carried out an activity of service in different shapes under the law of 

compulsion.... That which moves through the works of creation for the purpose of gradually ascending to higher spheres 

is the fallen spiritual living creation which once originated from Me.... It is the being I created in supreme 

perfection, which I externalised as My image and which, on an extremely painful and infinitely long lasting path of 

return, shall now reshape itself again into that which it had been at the very beginning.... The answer cannot be given to 

you more clearly when you ask what happened to the ‘spirit’ when the being fell…. Which spirit do you mean?.... I 

created spiritual beings and they fell away from Me. The soul is therefore not the ‘soul of a spirit’ but the soul itself is 

the once-fallen original spirit which embodies itself in the human being to reach its final state of perfection.... And 

when a non-fallen spirit embodies itself in a human being then his soul is this said original spirit, and not just part of 

it…. The fact that all fallen spirits are also constantly looked after throughout the entire process of return by beings of 

light which have completely entered My will when they had to prove themselves is time and again explained to you, for 

their bliss consists of being able to contribute towards the fallen beings’ final return, and their overwhelming love 

constantly takes care of all creatures and always provides new shells which enable the fallen beings to ascend. For love 

will always act according to My will, and it therefore also flows continually to an imperfect soul so that it can 

consciously change itself during its life on earth and become again what it had been in the beginning. And this 

transformation can only be accomplished by love, which the being must kindle as a human being in order to find the 

union with Me again, which turns it into a blessed being for all eternity.... Amen 
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B.D. 8880 

8.11.1964 

 

Rejecting the strength of love was the ‘sin’…. 

 
If you are spoken to from above it is a sign of My never-ending love which takes pity upon humanity and wants to come 

to their aid…. And this love will always and forever apply to you, for you are also part of Me, even though you 

followed My adversary into the abyss of your own free will. Nevertheless, your fundamental nature is love. And I will 

not rest until you have changed yourselves into your fundamental nature again. So if you are now spoken to from above 

you will also recognise by My address that it can only be the work of a good power, for I only ever endeavour to 

cultivate love in you and to refer you to Jesus Christ and His act of Salvation, since then you will travel the right path 

which results in your change while you are still on this earth. Hence you should not doubt the origin of that which 

comes to you from above…. Its content cannot be anything but good, and thus it must be free from error…. For you are 

taught by the Eternal Truth Itself and can be completely confident that It will not offer you misguided teachings. But 

during the last days this assurance is absolutely essential, for it is even intended to make My light bearers doubt the 

truthfulness of their messages. Yet let it be sufficient for you to know that I Myself protect My bearers of light from all 

errors. For who else can give you the guarantee for pure truth if not I Myself, Who knows their will and their desire for 

truth? Time and again I say to you that the adversary’s working is especially aimed at those of you who want to spread 

the light…. that he intends to prevent this and therefore avails himself of all means in order to cast doubts into people’s 

hearts regarding the truthfulness of these proclamations…. Yet My influence, too, will become more and more evident. 

I will ever more obviously highlight the error he has pushed you into, for his aim is to prevent you from knowing the 

truth…. although he will not succeed with those who genuinely desire the truth. And thus everyone must seriously 

scrutinise himself as to whether he desires the pure truth…. in that case he cannot be misled anymore; he will recognise 

it and liberate himself from error. The moment of creation was an act of incomparable bliss for Myself as well as for 

My bearer of light, for the products of his will and My strength of love were so extraordinarily magnificently shaped 

that they made both of us indescribably happy so that the light bearer’s love for Me flared up ever brighter. For the 

same creative power was inherent in them…. they were able to take pleasure in it and likewise actively fashion spiritual 

creations, thereby raising their blissful happiness beyond measure.  If I therefore state the fact that these created beings 

did not lack anything, that they were all externalised in My image and that they were able to work and be creatively 

active as long as they were permeated by My light of love…. then it must also be obvious to you that they forfeited their 

activity when they rejected this flow of My strength of love…. that they thereby lost their light, their realisation, so that 

their thinking became confused and they were no longer capable of being active….  that they hardened but were 

nevertheless My once emanated strength which I therefore reshaped into creations of the most varied kinds….  

 

This process has been described to you so often already and you can accept this as the purest truth, you can 

unhesitatingly accept that only the rejection of My strength of love was the sin against Me, since the brightest light was 

kindled in them in which they were entirely aware of the implications of their rebellion. Consequently, I will also 

highlight the misguided notion of any portrayal that I determined or caused the fall of the bearer of light as well as the 

fallen beings. All beings acted according to My will until they rejected the flow of My strength of love. But this also 

resulted in the hardening of the spiritual substance…. and the strength I once emanated as a being had to become active 

in different ways, which happened through the dissolution of the substance into tiny particles and thus Creation 

emerged from these. Only from then on did the being have to fight against all kinds of obstacles, since it had to 

overcome them in order to develop higher again. The activity of the non-fallen beings consisted of using the strength 

flowing from Me to them…. but these beings were in a state of brightest enlightenment…. hence in a state of 

realisation…. and therefore these beings used nothing else but what was according to My will…. As long as the being 

remained faithful to Me it worked and created in My will. But when it turned away from Me it lost the strength for 

creating and shaping. It hardened and remained inactive…. which then resulted in the emergence of Creation. I certainly 

knew from the very beginning that Lucifer and the beings would fall and, for sake of his free will, I did not stop him. 

Nevertheless, I took no part in it because I had granted the bearer of light…. Lucifer…. the same power, and neither did 

I limit it, so that he was able to do anything he wanted to do….  And so it was possible for him to persuade the beings to 

fall away from Me in order to create a second world, in a manner of speaking, a world in complete opposition to Me…. 

Yet all this was only possible by closing himself…. and afterwards also his followers…. to the flow of My strength of 

love…. So the rejection of My strength of love was the actual sin, for it was aimed against Me Myself, since the beings 

were utterly enlightened regarding their past origin from Me. The fact that the beings’ thinking ability expressed itself 

in a completely opposite will to Mine, that it gave rise to something utterly adverse to God, did not originate from Me, 

however, the rejection of My strength of love resulted in this wrong direction of will because it signified spiritual 

darkness, spiritual blindness. From then on Lucifer became My direct opposite who was able to transfer all evil 

thoughts…. which originated from himself…. onto the beings. For from the moment they consciously rejected My love 

he gained full control over these beings and kept it until I let Creation arise in order to snatch them from his power and 

to inaugurate the process of return.  

 

But then the beings had to travel a painful path until they…. in the stage of self-awareness and free will as a human 

being…. were able to dispel all their wrong thoughts, completely change their will and utterly deify themselves again. 
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Thus they must discard everything of a satanic nature and, of their own free will, strive towards the divine. This alone 

already proves that evil cannot originate from Me or I could not be called divine, since only good can be understood by 

it…. that light and darkness cannot exist at the same time, that I do not incorporate love and hate …. in short, all 

opposites within Myself. The free will was indeed able to choose between Me or My adversary, but he was already evil 

when he became My adversary…. and then also created everything that was in opposition to Me…. as he was a power 

like I Myself was…. with the exception that he had a beginning. The worst deception used by My adversary is to make 

you believe that everything of an evil nature originates from Me as well. This is why I repeatedly draw your attention to 

the fact that the actual sin was…. the rejection of My strength of love, because this caused the state of confusion in the 

beings…. the state in which they refused every kind of activity according to My will and therefore were dissolved and 

bound in all kinds of creations. For it is the law of eternity that My emanated strength must become active…. that this 

strength must voluntarily be requested again in order to enable the re-transformation into a perfect being. That these 

implanted thoughts in the being originate from Lucifer and thus must be fought against during the time of embodiment 

as a human being has, through My love, become the process which is intended to turn the ‘creatures’ into God’s true 

‘children’. And thus Lucifer unwittingly takes an active part in this process of return, which I certainly foresaw from the 

beginning but I Myself have not destined him to become My direct opposite, because he, too, was a free being which 

came forth from Me in all perfection…. Amen 
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What is material creation in itself and what is the purpose of it?...  
The path of return... Activity of the beings in Creation...  

 

 

 

B.D. 8613 

11.9.1963 

 

Creation is God’s work....  
 

My works of creation demonstrate My infinite love for you, My supreme wisdom and My omnipotence.... because they 

solely originated for the sake of salvation, for returning the once fallen spirits. Thus the entire work of creation is the 

expression of My infinite love because it was especially intended for the spiritual beings which opposed Me, which 

therefore rejected My love and likewise were no longer worthy of My love…. And yet, precisely these opposing spirits 

motivated Me to bring forth works of creation so that they might give up their resistance and return to Me again.  

 

Hence love paid no attention to the resistance at first but imprisoned the fallen beings, i.e. My wisdom and might 

disintegrated the beings into countless tiny particles and the strength of My love encased them…. it reshaped the once 

emanated strength of beings into works of creation and My wisdom assigned them their purpose again…. Love, wisdom 

and power were constantly at work for the emergence of a work of creation; consequently, the creation was and is, in 

the true sense of the word, divine work which testifies of My fundamental nature and should appear to you humans as 

the greatest miracle, if you seriously think about it. And this creation will remain a miracle, for the works are not 

lifeless things but change constantly. The functions of the individual works of creation provide every thinking human 

being with the evidence of a living God full of wisdom, Whose strength of will and love is inexhaustible, Whose power 

is limitless…. Who constantly creates forms containing minute particles which are of service within the works of 

creation through the law of compulsion…. Since I withdrew these fallen spirits from My adversary’s power, from the 

power of the spirit who once had caused their downfall, whom they once had followed voluntarily.... even though they 

belonged to him, precisely because they had followed him voluntarily.… he was deprived of his power over the spirits 

which My strength of love had turned into matter…. These beings were removed from the adversary’s influence and are 

now subject to My law…. They were no longer free, since they had given up their freedom, but for their own sake I 

placed them into My law of service in a constrained state…. 

 

All of creation is a work of My love for this fallen, unhappy spiritual substance which travels the path through the 

creation in great agony…. But once the previously fallen being has made its way through the creation and then lives on 

earth as a human being he will also recognise the work of creation to a limited extent and can rejoice in it, since his state 

of agony is over. Before him he will see the works of creation in all their glory, which will give evidence to him of the 

Creator’s love, wisdom and power as soon as he begins to abandon his last resistance to Me. He himself is indeed free 

to some extent but now he is subject to My adversary’s influence again, who previously had no power at all over the 

being. The human being still belongs to My adversary until he has voluntarily detached himself from him….  

 

And thus you have to understand correctly: Creation can and will please you humans because it is My work, but I used 

the strength which emanated from Me in the shape of spiritual beings for its origin…. I simply reshaped them into My 

love and wisdom’s most diverse creations…. but they are nevertheless the fallen spirits in substance, thus part of My 

adversary, and they will remain so until they, entirely redeemed, return to Me again. You humans do not see the fallen 

spirit in creation but only see the works of My love, and you may enjoy them, you may recognise Me Myself therein 

and consider yourselves fortunate to have covered the path through My creations already and are nearing your 

perfection. But you should also remember that the real world is a spiritual world which can only be seen by someone 

with spiritual vision…. that everything visible to you humans is but a pale reflection of this real spiritual world…. You 

should remember that all matter is hardened spiritual substance and that this solidification was again only the result of 

the resistance to Me, the rejection of My strength of love…. Then you will also understand that the material world in its 

substance is spirit in opposition to Me…. which My love and wisdom merely oblige to be of service in order to break its 

resistance and to return it to its original state once again. 

 

Hence the solidification of spiritual substance was caused by the beings’ apostasy from Me, and therefore the hardened 

spirit substance still belongs to My adversary until it is spiritualised once more. However, this does not prevent Me 

from removing his power over this spirit substance and reshaping it into all kinds of creations for the purpose of its 

final, voluntary withdrawal from him and return to Me. And thus creation always remains divine work, a work of My 

infinite love and wisdom which only I Myself, Who possesses all power and strength and Who can implement anything 

His love and wisdom wants and has recognised to be successful, was able to bring into existence…. Amen 
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B.D. 7699 

14.9.1960 

 

The spirits’ process of development…. 
 

You have passed through the entire creation.... This is a significant statement which you will only understand when you 

recognise My plan of return, My plan for the spiritualisation of all immature spiritual substances, when you know about 

the circumstances which are the reasons for your process through creation…. For only as a human being will you be the 

first created entity again which you were when I created and externalised you from Me.... Your past desertion from Me 

into the deepest abyss resulted in your disintegration, so that you passed through creation as countless individual 

substances.  

 

These were embodied in the works of creation and had to comply with their task in order to gradually proceed on the 

path of higher development, thus to achieve the return of the spirit…. the transformation of its nature…. in accordance 

with My eternal plan of Salvation. For every work of creation has its task which consists of a function to serve. Through 

constant service in the law of compulsion the spiritual substance repeatedly sheds its external form and can embody 

itself in a new external form and continue like this until it has achieved the necessary maturity to embody itself in a 

human being. This process of development through the creation of earth irrevocably leads to maturity since it happens 

within the law of compulsion.  

 

My will is the decisive factor, and in accordance with this will everything fits in with My laws and accomplishes full 

maturity, even if it requires an infinitely long time until a certain degree is reached when the individual substances have 

gathered again and then, embodied as a human being, the original soul goes through its final earthly process in order to 

complete its spiritualisation. But this process through creation cannot be arbitrarily stopped or substituted by another 

process…. It has to be taken by every being which wants to return to its source and ascend from the deepest abyss to the 

pinnacle and become perfect again, as it was in the beginning. For the physical creation only emerged as a result of My 

will, because I recognised it as a way by which My living creations, who had totally distanced themselves from Me, 

could approach Me again. 

 

Creation itself comprises the fallen spirits which had solidified into spiritual substance that was subsequently 

transformed by My will into the most diverse forms, to whom I assigned a task and a purpose: to gradually bring the 

spiritual substance into maturity and to offer this spiritual substance ever new external forms in order to acquire ever 

increasing maturity…. in order to finally strive as a self-aware entity embodied in a human being towards the ultimate 

objective…. to consciously look for and find unification with Me and to complete the concluding return to Me…. The 

only purpose of every work of creation is to shelter spiritual substance, whose ascent to Me is predetermined and which, 

due to My will, will also achieve this gradual ascent because it fulfils its serving function, if only under the law of 

compulsion, and through service releases itself from the form time and again.  

 

But eternities will still pass before all minute particles of the last spiritual being will have gathered again…. and then 

My opposing spirit Lucifer will also turn to Me once more of his own free will, because he will be utterly weak after all 

of his created beings have left him of their own accord, who then will strive towards Me because they recognise Me as 

their Lord and Creator…. Only then will My adversary recognise his complete helplessness, and he will long for 

strength and light again, he will long for My love which once had made him extremely happy, and then he will also 

willingly open himself for My illumination of love and as My son return to Me again…. Amen 
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B.D. 5703 

21.6.1953 

 

Purpose for creation.... Process of evolution… 
 

The world, with all its creations that are visible to you, only serves one purpose: the return of the spirit, which had once 

fallen away from God and which is bound in countless individual substances or tiny sparks of spiritual essence within 

these creations, in order to gradually evolve again by means of constant change of location, by means of constant 

transformation of its outer appearance, until it reaches a certain degree of maturity.  This then enables this spirit to 

incarnate as the soul within the human being, from which the final return to God should now take place of its own 

volition.… The spirit has indeed walked an infinitely long way before its incarnation as human being, it is a journey 

which began with the immense torture of confinement and stayed in confinement for an endless long time until the bond 

began to loosen and eventually eased more and more but always being a state of bondage for the spiritual substance 

from which, however, the human being can release himself it he so wants.…  

 

Hence your human soul has passed through all these creations which are visible to you and you have now arrived at the 

last stage of your evolution on earth. You only have to accomplish your last task on this earth and then you can, free of 

all earthly restrictions, once again live in the realm which you once had left of your own free will because of your 

rebellion against God.… And your last task on earth is.… to totally submit yourselves of your own free will to the 

eternal God because a long time ago you revolted against God.… to serve with love because in the past you wanted to 

rule with cruelty.… to become perfect again through love because you deprive yourselves of all divine qualities when 

you sin against God.… You shall become full of light and strong again, as you were in the beginning.… Because you 

came forth from God as perfect beings but who have no awareness of themselves because they are without love, 

because they had distanced themselves from God and therefore could no longer be enlightened by His love, since every 

resistance to God also renders His love ineffective although God’s love for His living creations won’t end eternally.…   

  

The process of development from below to above takes place with everything and through everything you see. Thus the 

meaning and purpose of creation as well as the meaning and purpose of your life on earth has been briefly explained to 

you.  You may and must know of this so that you can consciously strive towards the last goal on earth, just as you must 

know of Him Who is God and Creator to all of you. It is He Who wants to be recognised and loved by you as Father to 

give you the measure of love that enables you to return to your original state once more, so that you end your life on 

earth as His children and return home to Him to create and work with Him and in accordance with His will, as is your 

destiny since time immemorial.…   

 

In order to give you human beings this knowledge, this awareness, He speaks to you Himself, He lets you hear His 

Word and teaches you by means of His Word, He informs you of His will, the compliance to which must inevitably 

result in that degree of maturity again which you had given away of your own free will. All He asks of you is to 

transform yourselves to love.… If you comply with His will then your upward development is also ensured, then you 

accomplish your task on earth, then the way from the deepest depth towards the height has successfully been travelled 

with the result that you are united again with God, from Whom you once separated and with Whom you now stay 

united forever.… Amen 
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B.D. 5125 

5.5.1951 

 

Process of development.... Law of compulsion....  Stage of free will…. 
 

Nothing is without purpose and goal.... Everything in existence was created by God and brought to life to fulfil a 

purpose. Consequently, everything also has its function; it has to serve in some way or other in order to fulfil its 

purpose. Even the smallest work of creation, the smallest living being, has its task which it has to comply with and 

effectively is forced to do so, because every creation is subject to natural law, thus it is unable to act unlawfully.   

Nevertheless, even an accomplished task in the law of compulsion is effectively a service, for it will always benefit 

another work of creation, it is necessary for the emergence and preservation of same. And thus, nothing in the entire 

universe is without purpose, or was created for no reason.  

 

The final purpose and destiny, however, is the liberation of the spiritual substance, towards which the whole of creation 

contributes in accordance with God’s wise plan of eternity. The whole of creation only came into being for the purpose 

of liberating the spiritual substance, and every single work of creation complies with this destiny in the law of 

compulsion.  

 

The human being, however, is an exception, he is indeed God’s work of creation too, nevertheless, his thoughts, will 

and actions are not subject to the law of compulsion. The external human being, the physical body, is still subject to the 

law of compulsion, because this consists of spiritual substances which are still at the beginning of development. His 

soul, however, enjoys a certain amount of freedom, it is able to develop in line with its own will, thus God has not 

subjected it to this law. All the same, even the soul’s development, its release from the constraint of earthly matter, 

depends on its will to occupy itself in a helpful manner…. thus, again, service is the actual purpose of its earthly life. 

And since it is not forced into a helpful activity, love has to develop within itself, which is the most certain impulse for 

helpful activity.   

 

What occurred and was achieved during an infinitely long time in the law of compulsion shall now experience its 

culmination as human being, but of its own volition. The human being should serve with love in order to become 

completely liberated from the constrained state, which the soul regards as a limitation and restriction of its original 

abundance of strength and light…. The human being’s soul can reach this goal on earth if it has the sincere will to do 

so, yet it does not have to attain it, because God gave it freedom of will to enable its free decision for Him or His 

adversary, who caused its loss of freedom and from whom it therefore has to liberate itself. Loving service is the key to 

liberation from this infinitely long captivity…. What the spiritual substance had to do in line with God’s will during the 

long path through all of creation, it should now, in the final stage, do of its own volition…. it should serve because of 

love…. Thereby it demonstrates its divine origin, for love characterises the divine being and it shapes itself again into 

its original nature, it accepts again what it had voluntarily abandoned due to arrogance. As soon as the human being 

serves with love his offence against God will be cancelled, he will have left the state of sinfulness and will have found 

his way back to God, from Whom he wanted to distance himself…. (had distanced himself) he has recognised his 

childship and desires to enter into the right kind of relationship with the Father, and through love he will become a true 

child of God…. 

 

Yet it all has to take place in free will, and this is his test of earthly life which he absolutely has to pass. The human 

being is able to reach this goal since he will receive help from God in every way, but he may also have completed the 

infinitely long process of development in the law of compulsion in vain if he, instead of progressing in the stage of a 

human being, comes to a standstill or even slips back. Then he will misuse his free will again.... he does not use the 

many opportunities at his disposal to reach the goal, and then he will also have to accept the consequences…. a repeated 

path through all of creation. One day he will surely reach his goal, but it is up to the being itself to decide the duration 

of its captivity, for God gave it free will which He respects so that it can become perfect…. Amen 
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B.D. 7380 

7.7.1959 

 

The being’s re-transformation.... 
 

You should not forget that the Eternal Love brought you to life, that therefore your fundamental nature was love as I 

Am Myself and that you must revert to your fundamental nature again from which you had distanced yourselves, i.e., 

you had changed yourselves into the opposite. And this re-transformation into love must take place again, for you 

cannot remain separate from Me forever, hence My activity and reign will always aim to return you to the state you 

were in at the beginning. My nature is love, only love could have emanated from Me and as a spiritual being be likewise 

destined to be active in love. But then it also had to work in My will, and as long as this was so the beings were also 

intimately connected to Me, they were constantly permeated by the strength of My love and thus the beings were like 

Me. Yet they did not remain that way.... they turned their will against Me and used the strength of love flowing to them 

to act in opposition to My will. They gradually distanced themselves from Me, and every distance also signifies a 

weaker flow of strength, which became ever less because the beings in arrogance and wrong thinking rejected it 

themselves. For as a result of their resistance they also lost the light of realisation, they fell into the abyss where the 

darkness engulfing them became ever thicker until their spiritual substance hardened and they became solid substance, 

which only My will changed again by forming them into creations in which they could give up their resistance.  

 

Hence they must endure a state wherein they remain in complete weakness so that they can be awakened to life again 

one day, and in accordance with My will therefore animate creations in which the slow process of maturing takes place. 

This is the stage of the ‘bound’ will where only My will applies and thus the being fulfils its task in the state of 

compulsion until it has reached the maturity when it can receive its free will again. For one day it has to be 

demonstrated again that you came forth from ‘love’. And one day love has to flare up in you and urge towards Me 

again, one day you must voluntarily request the strength of love from Me and through a life of love unite with Me once 

more, which ought to happen during your lifetime on earth. But then the process of reintegration will have been 

accomplished, then the being which, according to My will, was once created by My love will have voluntarily returned 

to the state of adopting its fundamental nature again and of its own free will become as perfect as it was once created by 

My will…. Then the work I planned by creating you will have been accomplished, to turn you into My children whom I was 

unable to create on account of free will, instead, every being has to achieve this itself but then it will also be infinitely happy 

in eternity…. Amen 
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The fallen spiritual needed an endlessly long time for it’s upward progress... 
Human being’s earthly task... 

 

 

 

B.D. 7800 

21.1.1961 

 

Process of development on earth.... 
 

When earth came into existence, countless spiritual substances were able to embody themselves in its works of creation 

and gradually ascended during their evolutionary process, because the creations corresponded to the spiritual 

substances’ inherent resistance, which was still unbroken but of different intensity. The works of creation were more or 

less hard matter, because even earth itself gradually evolved into a work of creation which was to shelter people one 

day…. the spiritual essence which had already covered the process of development to the point when all substances of a 

fallen original spirit had gathered once again and regained their self-awareness and free will….  

 

But an infinitely long time had passed before the spiritual substance could reach this stage because earth needed this 

time in order to produce all the creations required by the spirit for its higher development. And the human being should 

know that he has already spent infinite periods of time on this earth, that the stage of human being is the conclusion of 

an evolutionary process which his will can now bring to an end. He should also know that one day this infinite path will 

be shown to him in retrospect, but that this memory has to be removed from him as a human being, since his task as a 

human being concerns his voluntary return to God. However, when he contemplates the countless wonders of divine 

creations surrounding him he should seriously ask himself what purpose they have to fulfil, and then he will receive 

clarification in his heart.... He will feel it, if the knowledge is not yet made accessible to him. And he should try to grasp 

the Creator’s fundamental nature, i.e. request clarification about his relationship to Him. And this, too, will be given to 

him, since the goal of earthly life rests in the person re-establishing his relationship with God, which he once voluntarily 

had severed. For that was the ‘fall of the spirits’, they had separated from God of their own free will…. And thus…. 

during the last stage of their return to God…. they have to voluntarily restore their relationship with Him again and the 

purpose of their earthly progress will be fulfilled. 

 

The fact that creation has largely contributed in returning the fallen being again can only be understood by you humans 

when you have achieved this return, because you would never have been able to reach the ascent if the divine Creator 

had not taken you away from His adversary’s power who had caused your fall into the abyss…. if He had not removed 

you from his influence during the infinitely long time when you were integrated in the works of creation as tiniest 

particles of soul. His adversary had no control over you during this time, nevertheless you still belonged to him because 

you once followed him of your own accord into the abyss. But since you were completely without strength and light as 

a result of your apostasy from God, your path of return to God would have been impossible for you. For this reason God 

Himself provided you with this path of return through His works of creation which, in supreme wisdom and infinite 

love, were shaped to give the spiritual substance the opportunity of service in some form or other and thus, through 

service, reach ever higher levels of maturity. The spiritual particles which once belonged to an original spirit gathered 

again and, having achieved a certain level of maturity, commenced their last transformation…. For a brief period of 

time they were allowed to live on earth as a human being and had to be of service again…. but of their own free will 

and with love…. The purpose of earthly life for every soul embodied in a human being is to liberate itself from every 

cover by way of loving service, to return to the spiritual kingdom again, when its earthly life has ended, as the free 

spiritual being it had been in the beginning.  

 

However, it cannot achieve this spiritualisation without help because it is burdened by the original sin which repeatedly 

pushes it down again…. i.e. during its earthly life God’s adversary has the right to exercise his influence again, since 

the spirits once followed him voluntarily. And the fallen original spirit.... the human being…. would succumb to his 

influence once more were it not for the offer of guaranteed help: redemption through Jesus Christ….in Whom God 

embodied Himself to redeem the guilt of sin for all fallen spirits through His sacrificial death on the cross…. This help 

by Jesus Christ, the complete redemption and forgiveness of his sin, is assured to him providing he wants it himself, 

providing he acknowledges Jesus Christ and His act of Salvation and he acknowledges Jesus as God Himself, Whom 

the original spirit once denied acknowledgment….  

 

And thus you humans are given a brief explanation concerning the cause and significance of the act of Salvation. You 

have to know this in order to fulfil the purpose of your earthly life, in order to understand the divine plan of Salvation 

too, which only ever aims to guide the spirit essence back to God and which will be carried out with love and wisdom, 

since He has every power at His command to one day achieve the goal He had set Himself when He created all spiritual 

beings…. Amen 
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B.D. 8252 

26.8.1962 

 

Time concept of earth’s evolution…. 
 

The evolution of earth required an infinitely long time.... Even if you humans want to set up a concept of time for this 

you are unable to think that far back because it exceeds your intellectual capacity. Yet you should know that the 

apostasy of the beings I created took place during an equally long period of time but that the concept of ‘time’ is not 

applicable for this slow developmental stage of earth because this concept only exists for the self-aware being in its 

stage of imperfection, since the concept of time no longer exists for the perfect being. This is why people will only ever 

be able to estimate the individual stages of the creation work ‘earth’ but never even come close to the truth.... unless 

they apply the concept of ‘eternities’…. For the apostasy from Me has taken eternities, and the same period of time will 

be needed to return the spirits which had deserted Me.  

 

And if you humans now considered that you are close to joining Me again completely…. if you considered that these 

eternities are already behind you and that you can soon finish your ascending process of development and succeed in 

completely liberating yourselves from the form…. if you considered that your apostasy from Me happened eternities 

ago and that you can now lessen this immense original sin and become completely released from it with the help of 

Jesus Christ…. then you would truly only be moved by the one thought of sincerely giving yourselves to the divine 

Redeemer Jesus Christ and appeal to Him to grant you the strength to establish your final unification with your God and 

Father, Whom you can now recognise in Jesus Christ and for this reason entrust yourselves to Him in love and humility 

in order to cancel your past sin of arrogance and heartlessness….  

 

Your thinking will only ever move within limitations, and thus you cannot understand that an endless time has passed in 

which you were constrained by My will, which had removed you from My adversary’s control so as to enable your 

higher development…. And you cannot be granted the retrospect of this endlessly long path.... because it would no 

longer be possible for you to continue your path across earth in free will, since you would be driven by fear to live 

according to My will, and then you would never be able to become perfect…. as this requires free will. However, if you 

know about your soul’s process before its incarnation as a human being, your sense of responsibility will be stronger 

and then the results of people’s research will also be of value, who think they can prove that the evolution of earth and 

its inhabitants took thousands of years and which should make you wonder how long you have been on earth already…. 

albeit not as self-aware beings….  

 

Yet then you will also know that the whole of creation shelters spiritual beings on their upward process of development 

in order to once again become what they had been in the beginning: free, self-aware beings, able to be active in strength 

and light as they were intended to be when I created them through the strength of My love…. It can only ever be 

believed since evidence of it cannot be given.... but even faith can become a conviction if the human being in his last 

stage on earth tries to bring his nature into line with that of his God and Father, if he changes himself to love and 

thereby unites himself with Me…. For as soon as I can be present to him because I Am love Itself he will also be able to 

believe with certainty and know that he only lives on earth in order complete his task after his infinitely long path. And 

he will wholeheartedly strive towards Me and thus find unification with Me, his Father of eternity, and be inconceivably 

happy…. Amen 
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B.D. 6295 

26.6.1955 

 

Development of earth and human being.... 

 

You can come to Me with complete truth and ask My any question that moves you, for I will always answer it such that 

it will help you. However, you can only grasp a limited amount of knowledge…. yet what I impart to you is sufficient in 

order to grant you an insight into My eternal plan of Salvation…. it is also sufficient for you in order to explain it to and 

teach other people…. and in order to reveal to you My love, wisdom and omnipotence. And I will add to this 

knowledge the more you progress yourselves, the more receptive you become to My light and strength.... for it is My 

aim that you shall become as perfect as you were in the very beginning, and this also involves profound realisation…. 

the comprehensive knowledge about My reign and activity, about My Nature and your goal…. 

 

It took an infinitely long time for you humans to advance from the abyss to the point which permits human existence…. 

This infinitely long time until the development up to the human being had occurred was necessary because everything 

can only develop in lawful order…. no phases of development can be left out at will, hence these phases of 

development had to take place in accordance with My eternal plan of Salvation and thus appropriate creations were also 

required for this development.... which as ‘pre-historic’ has become a concept to you. Although the human need for 

research certainly attempts to calculate the duration of this pre-historic time yet only with very limited success, for the 

slow advancement of the spiritual substances…. as well as the emergence of creation…. which you are now able to 

behold as human beings, has taken eternities; they were infinitely long periods of time for which the word ‘eternities’ is 

certainly the right word…. The concept of time, however, only began when the living creation ‘Man’ was called into 

being by Me, for prior to that the living beings were not rational enough as to enable them to think and reason 

independently, as to enable them to live consciously and to grasp the concepts of ‘past – present and future’.  

 

Only the being endowed with common sense and free will can be called ‘a human being’, which was sufficiently 

capable of thinking in order to acquire a certain amount of realisation and live accordingly…. Hence from this time 

onwards one can speak of the conscious development towards ascent, where the once fallen spirits were given the 

opportunity to return to Me for good…. The creation of the first human being was the beginning of a period of 

Salvation where free will became the crucial factor and not My will, as was the case in pre-historic times, where 

everything took place under the law of compulsion which irrevocably had to result in higher development…. And now 

you wonder how long the ‘human being’ has populated the earth already.... whereby you only ever mean the rational 

human being who is capable of making his own free decisions and as whose descendants you regard yourselves….  

 

The first human being capable of accepting responsibility for his actions and thoughts was Adam.... even though 

human-like beings already existed before Adam in all parts of the world who instinctively carried out much of which is 

assumed was human thinking but who nevertheless were impelled by spiritual intelligences, who thus served ascending 

spiritual substances as a shell and in the law of compulsion carried out what was needed for the development of the 

creation of Earth…. to become a dwelling place for future human beings. They were human species whose instincts and 

compulsive impulses broke through incredibly strongly but who nevertheless could not be held responsible because 

they, too, contributed towards the fact that spiritual substances were constantly released and able to embody themselves 

anew…. because everything just served to prepare an area for the human being which was suitable to pass their last test 

of will…. These human-like beings were therefore physically already very akin to the form I had prepared for the 

human being Adam when the time for the fallen original spirits had come to have their free will returned in order to 

then be able to liberate themselves from the form altogether. Time and again pre-historic creations released spiritual 

substances, and the development of what to a certain extent had advanced the whole emergence of earth in its bound 

state continued to progress…. and thus the time eventually came for this spiritual substance to make a free decision….  

 

And this was the beginning of the epoch of Salvation which is of significance for you because it enabled the being to 

use its free will and intellect and thus live a conscious life…. However, the beginning of this epoch is so infinitely far in 

the past that you humans are unable to make any relevant calculations…. yet due to My will the most important periods 

and their events remain known to you, and although you also divide them into well ordered time-spans…. it is entirely 

irrelevant for your own development. Yet the endless number of fallen spirits necessitates an infinitely long time of 

higher development…. therefore you are no longer capable of estimating the duration of the pre-historic time…. just as 

the embodiment as a human being will have to take place on such a large scale that it will take eternities…. It will not 

be possible for you humans to determine the beginning of this epoch scientifically, yet you will always believe 

otherwise, because it is in the human being’s nature while he is still imperfect that he mentally limits everything that is 

in the past…. but never wants to acknowledge that there is a limit for the time ahead of him…. consequently he does 

not reject a beginning…. but an end seems impossible to him. The former, however, is irrelevant whereas the latter is so 

extremely important that the human being should direct his whole attention only to what lies ahead of him.... that one 

period of Salvation will come to an end, as did so many before… but that My eternal plan of Salvation will remain…. 

that there will never be an end as far as the act of Salvation is concerned…. that an endless number of fallen spirits also 

require an infinitely long time for their return and that time and again I will give these spirits the opportunity to ascend 

from the deepest abyss to the light…. to Me, from Whom they once came…. Amen 
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B.D. 8235 

9.8.1962 

 

Did the human being evolve or was he a new creation?.... 
 

There can be no contradictions in the spiritual knowledge you receive from Me Myself, which My spirit has imparted to 

you who are of service to Me and who have the task to pass on the pure truth from Me to your fellow human beings, to 

spread My Word which should enlighten you. Because I want to shed light onto the spiritual darkness in which people 

live and especially when you desire an explanation yourselves:  

  

It took an infinitely long time for the creation work ‘earth’ to become what it is now…. a creation which should enable 

people to achieve final perfection. And during this infinitely long time the original spirits, having been dissolved into 

the tiniest of particles, passed through countless works of creation in order to evolve ever more. The solidified spiritual 

substance gradually became alive, as you have been told several times already. It covered the infinitely long way in a 

state of compulsion, i.e. all creations fulfilled the purpose and task given to them by Me…. no constrained being could 

make its own decisions but gradually matured…. Forms were created for spiritual substances of all degrees of maturity 

aspiring to ascend; the forms of the mineral, plant and animal world were infinitely diverse, and they all were brought to 

life by the minute particles of the fallen original spirits, which progressively united and finally became smaller and 

larger living organisms. On leaving their forms they united again and finally were embodied into forms which already 

rather resembled the shape of a human being.  

 

The whole lengthy course of development was subject to My law, in other words, all events in this creation which 

emerged through My will took place in accordance with natural law. As a result of their fall into the abyss the original 

spirits had lost their self-awareness. However, one day they should regain this self-awareness again and embody 

themselves in the last form as a human being, in order to then bring the path of higher development to a close. The final 

forms in the compulsive state therefore became increasingly more human-like but they had no self-awareness as yet, 

they acted instinctively in accordance with My will…. although they already performed functions which resembled 

those of a human being…. However, they were unable to think, they lacked reason and free will and were therefore not 

accountable. They were impelled into action by spiritual intelligences, just like every spiritual being still constrained 

within the form was subject to supervisors, who likewise transferred My will onto the constrained spiritual being 

through natural law. And then came the time when free will could be returned to the matured original spirits by which 

they then should be tested as to whether they wanted to return to Me or remain with My adversary…. And for those 

original spirits I created the form of the human being.... 

 

All works of creation, especially the ever larger created living beings, originated through My will, in as much as My 

thoughts took shape…. And for this reason these living beings were represented in the most varied forms, yet every 

form was different…. There were the most diverse species bearing no resemblance to each other, which continued to 

reproduce themselves but always remained the same creatures…. When the first original spirits had attained a level of 

maturity which required the form of the human being, My will once again brought forth a work of creation which was 

truly a work of wonder in the whole of My creation…. This being was structured incredibly intricately; it was created in 

accordance with My will so that it could fulfil its earthly task….. a being which I ‘created’, but which did not ‘evolve’ 

from the already existing human-like creations…. Because it was intended for this form to shelter an original spirit, a 

being which was once externalised by Me in My image and which was to become what it used to be once again…. And 

therefore it had to be equipped with intelligence, free will and self-awareness, and these did not gradually evolve in the 

animal-like beings but they were given to the human form when the original spirit took possession of the first form…. 

and they will always be given to every human being as part of his soul when, as divine breath, it gives life to the human 

being at birth….  

  

Afterwards people indeed reproduced themselves again in accordance with My law of nature but they will always 

remain the same living creations as the first human being, Adam, was. They will not change into other living creations, 

but any change will always purely be an act of the soul which at first can still be disinclined towards Me and during its 

time as a human being achieve highest perfection…. The human body, however, will remain as I created it when 

Adam’s soul took possession of it.... Although the act of creating earth with everything in, on and above it, with all dead 

and living creations, certainly required an infinitely long time, but at the same time a phase of higher development had 

come to an end for the fallen spiritual essence when the minute particles of an original spirit had gathered again and the 

last process of return to Me began….  

 

And this existence on earth as a human being also required a new work of creation by Me, a form which could do 

justice to all demands in order to take the last test of its own free will. And thus the human being can consider himself a 

special creation by Me, because he is the only being on earth with the gift of intelligence, reason and free will…. the 

marks of divine origin. He is therefore also able to recognise above himself a God and Creator Who gave him life, and 

therefore he can also achieve final perfection on this earth if his free will genuinely strives for it…. Amen  
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B.D. 5800 

31.10.1953 

 

Creation of the human being…. The fall of man…. 
 

The fallen spiritual substance needed an endless time for its higher development, and an endless time was also required 

for My individual creations, which more or less had to evolve in line with the indwelling constrained spiritual 

substances in order to hold ever more mature spiritual substances. Time and again new forms were created, and time 

and again these forms were assigned a task.... Hence, earthly creation did not arise in an instant but infinitely long 

periods of time passed until the spiritual substance of all degrees of maturity found the appropriate external form, since 

the constantly increasing maturity also necessitated constantly new creations which could accommodate it. But as long 

as the spirits were subject to the law of compulsion My creative activity meant: Creation of earth as a place to mature 

for the lowest fallen spirits, which had to acquire the level of maturity that would return free will to the constrained 

spirits again, which they had abused in the past…. But now an external form had to be created for this fully matured 

spiritual essence, so that it could test its free will again in this form…. 

 

This work of creation was the human being, who differed from all previously arisen creations such that he, apart from 

free will, was also endowed with intelligence and reason…. with a faculty of thought, with self-awareness and with the 

ability to interact with his fellow human beings through language, because coexistence provided the necessary 

conditions for the test of will. The human being’s external form already existed in its last stages in the state of 

compulsion and was destined to receive countless fully matured substances of soul, but these living beings still acted in 

a compulsive state as required by natural law, and therefore they were not responsible for their actions…. They only had 

very limited ability of thought but as receptacles for the spiritual essence, which was fully matured after an endless time 

of development, they were also works of creation formed by My wisdom and love for this spiritual essence. But only 

the living beings who possessed free will, intelligence and self-awareness were human beings.... and only then started 

the plan of spiritualising the latter…. This required that the living creations…. the human beings…. were educated by 

Me…. that they should use their ability of thought, their intelligence and their free will in accordance with My 

instructions and by virtue of their free will could then live and work on earth…. that they could shape themselves into 

Gods but also act in opposition to My advice and My will and regress to the abyss from where they had ascended…. I 

created the human being…. 

 

Having attained a specific degree of maturity I gave the spiritual essence an external form in accordance with My love 

and wisdom, and the task the human being subsequently had to carry out…. The external form only became a living 

being after the spiritual essence had entered it…. the composition of innumerable minute particles which, as ‘soul’, 

gave life to the form. For the spiritual essence is a constantly effective strength and was in fact constrained and 

incapable of unrestrained activity during the preliminary stages, during the endless process of development. However, 

in its ultimate external form, in the human being, it can be active again. It can unfold its inherent strength and through 

unity with Me increase it without limitation…. The first human beings had My strength at their unrestricted disposal, 

they were extraordinarily well equipped in view of the fact that their test of life on earth should have resulted in their 

leaving their earthly form completely spiritualised in order to return as true children into their Father’s house again …. 

But the test of will, which I demand of every created being, was required of them. The first human beings’ passing of 

this test would have enabled all subsequent generations to reach the final goal with ease.    

  

By creating the first human beings I had created beings for Myself who, in spite of their inadequacy.... i.e. their lack of 

perfection as a result of the apostasy from Me…. could nevertheless have attained realisation of Me Myself since they 

recognised themselves as living creations…. Thus, due to their ability of thought and their free will, they were able to 

recognise My will and act in accordance with it…. I had created beings for Myself with whom I could communicate 

despite their distance from Me, who could hear My Word and let it take effect on them, which was impossible in the 

earlier state of constrained will…. Thus the human being was the first earthly work of creation which carried a fallen 

original spirit in himself, and he was then meant to help this original spirit to return to its original state in order to work 

and create in eternal unity with Me as a free spirit again.... This was the task of the first created human being, and it will 

remain the task of all people until the end, until the final spiritualisation of all fallen spirits....  

 

The test of will the first human being had to pass was not too difficult.... Yet for the sake of this test My adversary also 

had to be allowed to exert his influence on him…. And the human being succumbed to this influence.... He deserted Me 

for the second time, and this was the first fall into sin on this earth.... the original sin which is known to humanity, even 

if it does not know of the apostasy of the spirits from Me…. But only the latter explains everything…. For the first 

human being could not have fallen had he been the first created being externalised by Me, as he would have been in full 

possession of strength and light since only perfection can emerge from Me. In that case he could not have been 

influenced by an opposing force. 

 

But the reason for his fall is to be found in the apostasy of the spirits and thus in the still immature human soul which 

could indeed have passed the test but was not obliged to pass it.... 
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Nevertheless, the human being was in possession of intelligence and free will and therefore also had to accept 

responsibility for his soul.... And thus the human being has to do penance for his guilt.... My adversary kept his 

authority over the spirit embodied in the human being, and that means a laborious path of struggle and suffering during 

every human being’s earthly life with the goal of freeing himself from his control…. The human being is able to 

achieve this goal because Jesus Christ came to help humanity which was weakened by Adam’s fall into sin, and 

therefore salvation is assured to everyone who recognises Him as Son of God and Redeemer of the world and follows 

Him willingly…. The first human being would have been able to build the bridge on which all his descendants could 

have reached Me…. but since he fell, humanity had to remain in Satan’s bondage for a long time until the arrival of the 

Saviour, until Jesus Christ descended to earth in order to build a bridge into the spiritual kingdom by way of His 

suffering and death…. by way of His crucifixion….  

 

The decision of will demanded of My first created being…. of Lucifer…. was by no means to be regarded as a 

commandment; rather, it was entirely left to the being’s choice to direct its will either way, and the direction of its will 

was totally based on its yearning for power and dictatorship. It was certainly aware that it had originated from Me but 

believed that it could also rule on its own because it could not see Me…. It recognised Me as its source but it did not 

want to acknowledge Me…. And this will was not placed into the being by Me but the being itself had changed the free 

will I bestowed on it…. This was the difference between the first fall of Lucifer and the first human being’s fall into 

sin…. because the wrong will was still in the human being and therefore I gave him a commandment which he should 

not transgress….  a commandment he could easily have kept had the opposing spirit not influenced him. The opposing 

spirit’s influence on the human being was so strong because the human being was still part of him…. since he had not 

yet regained perfection, which would have made a fall impossible.  

 

A perfectly created human being could not have fallen, that is, he would not have been able to violate this 

commandment, because the perfect spirit in the human being would have prevented him from every God-opposing 

action…. But the creation of the human being was only the consequence of Lucifer’s fall and his followers, or it truly 

would not have been necessary for Me to give the spirits, who had been brought into life by Me, an external form as a 

cover. The human form, however, contained the fallen spirit, and therefore the human being Adam was already 

burdened by the past sin which he nevertheless could have pushed away had he kept My commandment…. It would 

have been possible for him to redeem the inherited sin…. his fall delayed the fallen spirits’ return to Me for an infinitely 

long period of time again. Yet is has become possible through the act of Salvation by the man Jesus Who did, without 

any commandment on My part, what the human being Adam should have done…. to completely accept My will and 

through a life of love unite with Me again on earth and achieve full possession of strength and light…. Amen 
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Knowledge of the original sin is necessary in order to understand the Jesus’ act of Salvation… 
Why humanity in general have no knowledge about it?... 

 
 

 

B.D. 8806 

26.5.1964 

 

Knowledge of the original sin is necessary in order to understand the act of Salvation…. in order to 

acknowledge Jesus Christ as the ‘Redeemer’…. 
 

You humans lack the knowledge about the first original sin, consequently you also consider Jesus Christ’s act of 

Salvation just an atonement for your human guilt, indeed, you even deny His ‘act of Salvation’ because.... you 

believe.... that everyone has to pay for their guilt down to the last coin. This opinion would be understandable if it only 

concerned the sin you burdened yourselves with as human beings.... but it concerns the immense first original sin, the 

spirits’ apostasy from Me.... a sin.... which you would never be able to atone for, which thus cannot ever be denied, 

which is the cause of the whole of creation and the reason for My human manifestation in Jesus.  

 

For the apostasy from Me was caused by the fact that the created beings were unable to see Me, and therefore I made 

Myself visible in Jesus. Anyone who merely acknowledges the past original sin by the first human beings will find it 

incredulous that these sins necessitated a ‘Redeemer’, he will always maintain that humanity could not be punished for 

a sin it had not committed. And therefore even the sins committed by a person as such are indeed an offence against My 

love.... but they do not recognise them in their state of darkness, which is the consequence of the immense first original 

sin. But this sin explains everything, and as long as people do not know about this event of the spirits’ apostasy they 

will find it difficult to believe in the ‘divine Redeemer’, Who died on the cross in utmost pain and torment for the sake 

of this immense sin, which He had taken upon Himself in order to offer this sacrifice of atonement to Me. 

Consequently, every teaching which denies the divine Redeemer.... which thus renounces the principle of Salvation.... 

will have to be rejected as a misguided teaching, even if His work as an advocate of the divine teaching of love is 

emphasised. It concerns the redemption of the first original sin, which only I Myself could accomplish in the man Jesus, 

and therefore My human manifestation in Him will be comprehensively explained to you, for I Myself Am a Being 

which cannot be seen by any of My living creations without their ceasing to exist.  

 

If I thus wanted you to be able to conceive Me visibly it had to take place in the form of a being like yourselves Which, 

for you, was the human being Jesus. Consequently, it is first of all necessary to know about the event of the beings’ 

apostasy from Me in order to then understand the process of creation of the visible world. Then you will also be able to 

understand the everlasting battle between light and darkness and the appearance of a Saviour for humanity in Jesus 

Christ.... of a non-fallen original spirit.... in Whom I embodied Myself, because you had no concept at all of the ‘all-

creative strength’. And for this reason you can and have to acknowledge a Redeemer, Who died on the cross on behalf 

of everyone and Who also prayed on behalf of you humans for the remission of your sins. But it cannot be granted to 

you instantly, rather, you have to apply to Him yourselves because the fall happened voluntarily and thus the return to 

Him will also have to take place in free will. The fact that a person who seriously strives for perfection will, apart from 

the original sin, also be forgiven for his sins as a human being need not be doubted, hence all guilt will be forgiven and 

thus forgiveness is ensured. But since Jesus is only rarely recognised as Redeemer by those who accept the misguided 

teaching which portrays Him as a human being and ascended master and who do not want to acknowledge My human 

manifestation in Him, they do not ask Him for forgiveness of all their sins either. For there is only One Who can release 

them from their guilt, only One has the power to cancel all sins.... and that is Jesus, in Whom I Myself became a human 

being.... Amen 
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B.D. 7136 

1.6.1958 

 

Original sin and significance of the act of Salvation.... 
  

And thus you will be constantly reminded that I died for you on the cross.… I will always remind you humans on earth 

and all souls in the beyond who are still unredeemed, or I will bring the knowledge to you if you are not yet aware of it, 

because you should not be without knowledge if ever you want to achieve beatitude. Of what use is it to humanity to 

know about ‘Jesus the man’, Who ended His earthly life by being crucified, if you do not know about the spiritual 

significance of His crucifixion, about the mission the human being Jesus had accomplished for the sake of humanity’s 

sins? Even if you are told ‘He redeemed humanity from sin....’ you will not be able to find any connection, and thus 

they remain mere words whose meaning you do not understand. As long as you do not know the reason for your human 

existence on this earth you will not be able to understand why humanity is called sinful, either.… albeit none of you are 

without sin. But Jesus Christ’s act of Salvation only becomes significant when you know of the original sin, which is 

the cause of your earthly existence per se.… The magnitude of this sin cannot be compared to the sinfulness of human 

beings, even if the latter is only the consequence of the former. But all sins a person commits on earth could eventually 

be compensated by him on earth or in the kingdom of the beyond, no matter how much time it might take to do so.…  

  

However, it is not possible for you humans to make amends for the original sin, neither during your earthly existence 

nor in the kingdom of the beyond, because this original sin did not consist of an offence by an already imperfect being. 

It was committed by superlatively perfect beings who suffered no lack of enlightenment, who merely allowed 

themselves to be controlled by the sensation that they could surpass Me.… who became arrogant, due to their 

abundance of light and strength.… A being cannot make amends for this sin because its magnitude is beyond measure 

and eternity would not suffice to be released from this guilt.… Due to this sin the beings fell into the deepest abyss, i.e. 

they lost light and strength and changed into the opposite, so to speak: they lost all divine qualities and, instead, 

accepted all evil qualities and instincts, they became My opponents.… until their spiritual substance hardened 

completely and they lost awareness of themselves.… And now I banished this hardened spiritual substance into the 

form, i.e. I dissolved it into countless spiritual particles and placed these into countless works of creation, which My 

love, power and wisdom had created purely for the purpose of guiding this fallen spiritual substance back to Me again, 

since it had been destined to become blissfully happy and can only find bliss with Me. Although this passing through 

the creation is also an act of atonement of this immense guilt, it takes place in a compulsory state, in a constrained will, 

and can therefore not be considered as compensation for this guilt.… 

  

Hence the being eventually has to get into a position once again where it has the desire to liberate itself from its guilt 

voluntarily, when it can be given sufficient knowledge that it had offended and that there is nevertheless a way to be 

liberated from this tremendous guilt.… It needs to know that this is the path to the cross, that liberation from the 

original sin is only possible by acknowledging the Divine Saviour and His act of Salvation and that this has to be done 

during earthly life in order to be readmitted after the death of the body into the kingdom of light, which is the true home 

of every person on earth. But even in the beyond My merciful love still cares for the souls who languish in the abyss. 

They are informed of My act of Salvation even in the beyond and there, too, they can follow the path to Me in Jesus 

Christ. However, they are no longer able to achieve the elevated degree of perfection, which they could have achieved 

on earth by acknowledging Jesus as the Son of God and Saviour the world, in Whom I had embodied Myself in order to 

receive the recognition they had previously denied Me. You humans have to know about the great significance of the 

act of Salvation, you should not merely mention the name of Jesus as the name of a human being, Who had once lived 

on earth with exalted ethical aims.… He lived on earth for the purpose of an important mission and you should try to 

understand this as long as you are still confounded by it, because it depends on your understanding and good will 

whether your earthly progress will be successful, whether the kingdom, which is your true home, will admit you 

again.… Amen 
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B.D. 8465 
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Why is the information about the process of return not known?..... 
 

If only you would always take the path to Me, you would be helped in every adversity and distress, be it spiritually or 

earthly…. you would be looked after such that it will benefit your soul, for only pure truth is beneficial. I have not 

imposed any restrictions on you, and if you want to increase your spiritual knowledge I shall always be willing to 

instruct you.  

 

You want to know why information is revealed to you now of which you have had little or no knowledge so far…. I 

want to give you the reason for this: time and again there have been people whose spiritual state enabled them to be 

introduced to the most profound mysteries of creation, and who thus also knew about the very first beginning of 

creation, about the apostasy from Me and about My eternal plan of Salvation. But such knowledge could never be 

passed on to other people as long as their state of maturity was lower than those who had received it from Me…. Its 

profundity would never have been understood, and had people merely adopted it literally their intellect would have 

caused them to reject it as the fantasy of a dreamer, since an unenlightened spirit would not have been able to grasp 

it…. And so, at the time of My life on earth people still had a very low spiritual level too, because they were still 

completely under the control of My adversary, who had been the cause of the immense spiritual darkness…. 

 

Consequently, there were only a few people whom I could instruct about such mysteries of creation, and even they had 

difficulty in understanding it because they were still burdened by the original sin and this meant that their power of 

perception was inadequate. They certainly questioned Me time and again but I could only refer them to the 

enlightenment of their spirit after My crucifixion, after the act of Salvation, which lifted the dense darkness from those 

who loved Me. Hence they gradually came to understand what I had taught them but they would not have been able to 

pass the knowledge on for the very reason that their fellow human beings, whose spirit was not yet awakened, would 

not have been able to comprehend it…. Since this knowledge.... i.e. the enlightened spirit.... was only the result of a 

right way of life, of the fulfilment of the commandments of love which I had taught people as a matter of priority, 

people first had to be motivated to fulfil My commandments of love….  

 

Furthermore, you should also know that I gave My disciples the task of writing everything down for future 

generations…. For even they were still unable to understand the most profound wisdom and therefore only adhered to 

My instruction to proclaim what I had said to the people who followed Me, who regarded Me as a prophet and expected 

miracles or the healing of their every affliction from Me, who drew comfort and strength from My Words, and whose 

faith in the one and only God I was able to strengthen because they were of good will…. But there were only a few who 

wanted to learn more, and they were more motivated by their intellect than their heart to ask about things which only I 

was able to answer…. They certainly accepted the explanations but they did not leave a deeper impression on them 

apart from a few whose hearts were very willing to love and who recognised Me as their God and Creator…. 

 

The fact that they were initiated by Me and very happy about such knowledge need not be mentioned, but it always just 

remained pleasing spiritual knowledge for those followers whom I instructed Myself, however, it did not get passed on 

to their fellow human beings or their descendants, since they were unable to understand it and therefore such 

discussions were not mentioned by My disciples either. Besides, such knowledge about the very first beginning and 

ultimate goal of all creation was not necessary for people and indeed not always beneficial. Had they been informed of 

it as dogma it could have, to some extent, compelled people’s will, who…. if they had faith…. would have considered 

their development until the human stage with a shudder and would have felt unfree or unable to muster love for a God 

Whose plan would have been totally incomprehensible to them…. But where it was possible for Me to transmit divine 

revelations to earth this knowledge was given to people as well…. 

 

And the proximity of the end explains why clear information about this is always given, because people cannot be 

reminded strongly enough of their responsibility now, for the act of a new banishment is at stake, which only takes 

place at the end of a period of Salvation and is extremely significant for all ascending souls…. Prior to this, souls who 

had failed to reach maturity on earth still had the opportunity in the kingdom of the beyond to reach full maturity.... But 

at the end of a period of Salvation this opportunity no longer exists, then the most appalling event occurs whereby the 

souls will be disintegrated into individual particles and be banished into hard matter again…. What would now be more 

reasonable than Me informing you humans about the fate that awaits you if you fail? 

 

You are also able to pass your test of earthly life without any knowledge if you lived with love…. But when love has 

grown cold, so that failure is inevitable and the souls’ fate is sealed with a new banishment, then I will use any means 

beforehand in order to disturb humanity. Then I will also make sure that people receive the information about the great 

plan of creation.... even though the success is nothing more than that people will listen with incredulity to such 

information and far more will reject than accept it.   
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But I also know the will of individual people, and therefore I also know who will not reject this knowledge and who 

will draw the consequences from it.... and truly, they will receive it from Me, just as I have always guided those into 

truth, into profound spiritual knowledge, who desired it in their hearts and through a life of love were also receptive to 

it…. For you should also recognise a God of love, wisdom and might in every happening that you experience, and you 

should trust Me and always call upon My help, because the hardship will still be considerable before the end, yet 

anyone who perseveres will be blessed…. Amen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


